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ABSTRACT
The main problem that Rich Palace Hotel is currently facing is the Diamond suites and Platinum President suites are not selling very well. The occupancy of both rooms are very low which is only 5%-8% per month. Therefore, making a promotional tool with video form would be the right solution to solve the problem. By watching promotional video customers will know more about Diamond suites and President suites, because promotional video contains information that can increase customers awareness of the The Diamond suite and President suite. It can also become the tool for the sales and marketing team to offer both rooms in order to increase the occupancy level. The video will show about the benefits of staying in Diamond Suites or Platinum President Suites compared to staying at the Deluxe room.
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INTRODUCTION
The company where I had my internship is Rich Palace Hotel. Rich Palace Hotel is the newest 5-star hotel located in west Surabaya. It is run by So-Asia Group (PT. Sinar Anugrah Jaya) and owned by Mr.Tjakra. Rich Palace Hotel has been running for two years as of now, with the total of 205 rooms. They offer varieties of rooms for the guests, starting from Deluxe, Executive, Diamond Suite, and President Suite. Not only accommodating bedrooms, Rich Palace Hotel also offers six types of meeting rooms which include one Onyx room, two Jade rooms, and three Sapphire rooms that comes in many sizes. The hotel also has a semi-ballroom called Dragon Sky Ballroom which is available for big events. Rich Palace Hotel welcomes their guests with their friendly staffs to make them comfortable in staying at the hotel. Within three month of me doing internship in Rich Palace Hotel, I have found a problem concerning the company. The main problem that Rich Palace Hotel currently facing is the Diamond suites and Platinum President suites are not selling very well. The occupancy of both rooms are very low which is only 5%-8% per month. Compared with Deluxe room, Deluxe room is well sold with occupancy per month 80-90%. The sales and marketing person can not sell both President suites and Diamond suites well because they do not have the tool about Diamond suite and President suite. Besides that, most of the customers do not know that Rich Palace Hotel has President suites and Diamond suites. Rich Palace Hotel sales kit and brochure mostly contain information about the most standard room Deluxe and Executive rooms. The left information is about President suites and Diamond suites.

The problem of the project is how to increase the monthly occupancy of President suite and Diamond suite. Therefore, promotional video is expected to increase the monthly occupancy of President suite and Diamond suite. The promotion video will make the customers know more about Diamond suites and President suites also will facilitate the sales and marketing team to sell Diamond suites and President suites. There are some theories that I used to make this project. First, Definition of promotion, based on Semenik (2002, p.7), promotion is “the communication process in the marketing that is used to create a favorable predisposition toward a brand of product or service, an idea, or even a person. Those theories really help me in doing project, promotional video.

METHODS
There are several steps that I did to get the approval from the board of examiner for my Business Communication Final Project (BCFP) proposal. After finishing my internship, I made a proposal in which I want to discuss about the problems I found at Rich Palace Hotel Surabaya which is related to Sales and Marketing team. After I had gotten the approved to apply my project at Rich Palace Hotel Surabaya, I made a proposal for the board examiners. Making a Google survey is the next step that I did for making sure the General Manager, Michele Meoni to approve my project which is promotional video. I spread the google survey to ten staff of Rich Palace Hotel. This is the questions that I spread:

- What kind of tools do you usually bring when you are doing a sales call for selling Rich Palace Hotel products?
- Does the sales tool you have help you in sales call? How so?
- Do you think by using a video for sales tool will make it more interesting and helpful? why?
- What kind of products do we need to feature in the video?

The results of my survey reached a conclusion that making a promotional video can be effective than the last sales kit. 10 out of the 10 staffs agreed that a promotional video is more effective and fun. They said that the last sales kit is boring because it came out in a written form. They also wanted to include some information about Diamond suite and President suite than the Deluxe and Executive room in the promotional video. The last sales kit only contains information about Deluxe and Executive room, so they hope in the next sales tool kit both rooms will not be included.

Next, I made a letter of agreement or a contract for them while waiting for their answer. After two weeks, I finally had the opportunity to meet the General Manager again. He asked me about my project and what will I feature on the video. Finally, he agreed to let me do my project at the company and I showed him the contract. Mr. Michel Meoni asked for more time to read and discuss the contract with the team.

The final step, I waited for more than 2 weeks due to Mr. Meoni’s trip from Italy. I got a call to meet him in order to discuss the contract. We talked about 3 hours and he asked me about the detail in every package that I wrote in my proposal. There are two choices that I offered to Rich Palace Hotel Surabaya. The details will be explained on following table:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Components</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>Unit Price</th>
<th>Cost</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Video maker+Assistant</td>
<td>2 Pax</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>Rp 1,500,000,-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Professional models</td>
<td>2 Pax</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>Rp 1,250,000,-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transport+foods</td>
<td>4 Pax</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>Rp 250,000,-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Rp 6,500,000,-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The first step to make the promotional video is finding the selling points of the Diamond suite and President suite and comparing them with the Deluxe room. I collected the data of Deluxe room from the last sales kit. I also asked the staffs about the size of room, price and facilities that customers will get by staying in the Deluxe room. After that, I continued in collecting some data of the Diamond suites. After I have compiled the data, I compared the Deluxe room and Diamond suite. By comparing them, I understood the uniqueness and selling points of the Diamond suite. Next, I collected the data about President suite and did some comparing between Diamond suite and President suite to understand the selling points of the latter. To show the selling points and uniqueness, I categorized in to three parts; Room size, facilities and privacy. Next is the explanation of the selling points of each room.
its purpose for the company. The product is called “Promotional Video of Diamond suite and President suite Rich Palace Hotel Surabaya”. In this video, there are four components. First, the outside building and the lobby. Second, Exclusive Dynasty Lounge. Third, Diamond suite and the last is President suite. I applied the theory of The brand expression defined according to (Gelder 2003, p.30) “The brand expression consists of three elements: the brand’s positioning, its identity and its personality. Brand positioning consist of how the brand is better than different from its competition. It is based on fairly functional aspects of products and services. The brand identity consist of what the brand stands for and of aspects that have to do with the brand’s legacy. Using that theory, I can find the USPs that are classified into three parts room size, facility and privacy for both Diamond suite and President suite. I only shoot Diamond suite and President suite. In order to the organize the video, I use the order of importance from not-so really important to the most important. The first scene in this video, I choose “The outside building and the lobby” because it is not really containing important information. This scene also has function as the opening scene of this promotional video. Second, the scene is about “Exclusive Dynasty Lounge”. I put in the second because this scene is pretty important to show to the customers. In this scene, it contains the information about Exclusive Dynasty Lounge that both customers of Diamond suite and President suite can use this lounge for free. The third scene is considered as important where it shows the “Diamond suite”. In this scene I show the uniqueness about this room, which are spacious living room, room size, free mini bar, free wine and deluxe bathtub. The last and the most important scene is about “President suite”. I put in the last scene of the video because this is the climax of the promotional video and the most exclusive room at Rich Palace Hotel. In this scene, I show the uniqueness about this room, which are the most spacious living room, free wine, free mini bar, free fruits, golf view and deluxe jacuzzi.

The target market of this promotional video is businessmen who travel around for work, CEOs, travelers, and people who work in the governments. By watching the promotional video, the customers who did not know about Diamond suite and President suite at first will be aware of that type of room. Other than that, regular customers that usually stay at the Deluxe room are expected to try the upgraded version of their rooms which are the Diamond suite or even the best one, the President suite. In addition, by giving a promotional video to the travel agencies, it will help Rich Palace Hotel to promote Diamond suite and President suite well.

This promotional video will give three advantages to Rich Palace Hotel Surabaya. First, the promotional video will be a tool for Sales and Marketing to help them promoting Diamond suite and President suite. Second, the promotional video can increase the customers’ awareness to know video know more about Rich Palace Hotel Surabaya products, especially Diamond suite and
President suite. The last advantage is the promotional video will help the regular guests that usually use Deluxe room to upgrade their room into Diamond suite and President Suite.

For the Business Communication Final Project, I decided to make a promotional video. The reason why I make this promotional video is because the content in the video attract customers and make them have better understanding about Rich Palace products specially Diamond Suite and President suite. Then, doing a promotion through a video is more effective and fun compared to the last sales kit where it came in written form. Therefore, it is essential to make this promotional video to help the Sales and Marketing team for selling both Diamond suite and President suite.

I applied this theory based on *medium.com* there are 8-steps for making good video. This steps are really helpful for starting make a promotional video for Rich Palace Hotel Surabaya. This theory helps me to get the model that fits in the video, find the theme of the video and write a good storyboard. The models that I used for promotional video are Vivian Tania and James Immanuel. The female model is Vivian Tania, a freshman in her 2nd semester from Universitas Surabaya who majors in Management Business. She is currently 20 years old and is the finalist of Miss Jawa Timur 2017. In addition, last year, she was included in the big 10 of Miss Indonesia 2017. The reason why I choose her as my model for the promotional video is because she has the basic in acting and modeling. She understands on how to create a classy and luxurious vibe in front of the camera because of her training in modeling and quarantine during her Miss Indonesia pageant. In the video, Vivian uses make-up, black-short dress and high heels. Through her outfit, I put Vivian for the “President suites” scene because her appearance can create luxurious images for the most exclusive room.

The male model is James Immanuel. He is 22nd years old and a senior in Petra Christian University majoring in Marketing. Besides studying in Petra Christian University, he also works as a freelance model. I choose him as my male model because of his proportional weight and height as a model. James uses casual shirt, long pants, belt and pantofel in this promotional video. By using a casual outfit, I decided to put James as a businessman in the “Diamond suite” because the Diamond suite type of room is usually used by businessmen for their business trips.

For the content of promotional video, I choose three important components, such as the building and the lobby of the hotel, the uniqueness of Diamond suite and the uniqueness of President suite. First, I decided to use those components because they contain a lot of information needed by the potential customers in order to know more about Diamond suite and President suite. Customers are usually do not know about both Diamond suite and President suite. Those components are considered as very important to be included in promotional video.

In addition, the order of the components included in the promotional video also becomes one of the important points that will be my consideration in making this promotional video. Based on the order of importance from not-so important into the most important scene, I put the scene “The Outside Building and the Lobby” in the first order because the scene only shows the image of Rich Palace from outside. It will help customers to know the impression of the building of Rich Palace Hotel Surabaya. After that, I show the scene in the lobby to show what kind of atmosphere inside the hotel.

Second, I put the scene about “Exclusive Dynasty Lounge”. I put this in the second scene because it is pretty important for the customers. This scene does not only show the image of the Exclusive Dynasty Lounge, but also the subtitle about the information of this room. The images and the information help the customers to be aware that Exclusive Dynasty Lounge is one of the benefits for Diamond suite and President suite guests. The scene that I show the models, James and Vivian, doing activity inside Exclusive Dynasty Lounge. I asked them to eat and have a leisure time in the lounge to send my message about about Exclusive Dynasty Lounge for the customers.

Third, I put the scene about “Diamond suite” which is important in this promotional video. This scene shows the image and information about the uniqueness of Diamond suite. This will make the customers understand the advantages of staying in the Diamond suite. The scene shows James enjoying the spacious living room, drinking free wine, and turning on the Deluxe bathtub to show the uniqueness of Diamond suite.

Last, I put the scene about “President suite” in last scene because it is the climax of the video or I can say the most important scene of this promotional video. Vivian, the female model is acting to drink free wine, enjoy the spacious living room with the view of the golf field and pour
the bubble bath in the Jacuzzi bathtub. This is to show the uniqueness and selling points of the President suite.

Based on the order of importance, the customers who watch this promotional video will have an impression of getting more luxurious atmosphere in the end of video. Starting from The building and lobby of the hotel, Executive Dynasty Lounge, Diamond suite and the last is President suite

CONCLUSION

The main problem that Rich Palace Hotel currently faces is the Diamond suites and Platinum President suites are not selling very well. The occupancy of both rooms is very low which is only 5%-8% per month. Compared with Deluxe room, Deluxe room is well sold with occupancy per month 80-90%. The sales and marketing person cannot sell both President suites and Diamond suites well because they do not have the sales tool about Diamond suite and President suite. Besides that, most of the customers do not know that Rich Palace Hotel has President suites and Diamond suites. Rich Palace Hotel sales kit and brochure mostly contain information about the most standard room Deluxe and Executive rooms. The left information is about President suites and Diamond suites.

First, I made and presented the proposal then negotiate the price. Next, I made the concept and script which went through a lot of revisions. I did some research and interviews in order to get some of the unique selling points and write the content. Next, I had to explain my idea to the staffs of Rich Palace Hotel Surabaya so that the content of the promotional video will go well. Finally, after I got all the data, I started to plan for the shooting and subtitles. I arranged the concept, contents and hired the models. The draft that I made was helped by my advisor to ensure it was the best that I could give to the Rich Palace Hotel Surabaya.

The promotional video is hoped to be a beneficial tool for the Rich Palace Hotel Surabaya. The Sales and Marketing team can use the promotional video to give them facility in selling the Diamond suite and President suite well. Furthermore, the promotional video will help the customers who watch this video to know more about Rich Palace Hotel Surabaya products, especially Diamond suite and President suite. The last advantage is, the promotional video will help the regular guests that usually use Deluxe room to upgrade their room into Diamond suite and President Suite.
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